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his issue of Thrt.shulds examines personal
bare their fears, doubts, and hopes with learners
transformation through the use of autobiographengender an empowering force for assisting learners in
ical writing. The authors are current and former their personal explorations. The following five students
graduate students in Adult and Higher Education who
are sharing their perspectives on personal transformaexplored autobiographical writing during classes taught
tion:
by Professor Glenn Smith at Northern Illinois UniverSiew Sim Chin reflects upon her participation in a
sity. Autobiographical writing is a method that encourclass on the Metaphysics of 'rransformation. Sim's
ages learners to explore their own beliefs and assumpinward journeys via autobiographical writing revealed
tions by recounting their reactions to specific events or
her deep connection to spirituality and its seeming
ideas. Sharing their personal expeabsence in Adult Continuing
riences with others can be empowEducation. "Spirituality in Adult
ering for adult learners. As learnEducation as Teaching to ConAdult learners who
ers come to understand their own
nect Hearts" explains how the
understand their
personal belief system, they are betclass cxpericncc guided her
ter equipped to engage in critical
personal quest to "locate and
philoSOphjcalparad@
thinking because they have identiarticulate the issue of spirituality
possess
a
contextual
tied a real reference point for reacin adult education."
tion. Adult learners who understand
Rebecca Johnson shares how
framework for making
their philosophical paradigm (See
her experience with autobiosense of their world
Thresholds Volume XXV, No. 2 &
graphical writing opened a
3 MaylAugust 1999)possess a condoorway to personal awareness
and influenced her teaching
textual framework for making sense
of their world.
practices. Her poetry and personal reflections apAutobiographical writing is successful when
peared initially in a master's thesis written at ~ o r t h e i - n
learners realize they are working within a safe and
Illinois Utliversity.
supportive environment that is non-judgmental. Those
"Presence." by Jeai~eltcRossctti, discusses rhe
who want to experiment with this method must underimportance of understanding oneself for teachers
stand the demands it places on the teacherlfacilitator.
seeking to foster transformative learning in the classAdult learners typically have been inculcated by
room. Jeanette's explorations with aulobiographical
educational systems that rely on what Paulo Freire
writing helped her articulate her beliefs and led to a
1998 [1970], p. 53) termed the 'banking' concept-greater understanding of herself as an individual and
teacher.
where knowledge is 'deposited' into learners by those
who possess knowledge (teacher) to be withdrawn
Christopl~erAdamsick's, "More Questions that1
sometime in the future. For autobiographical writing to
Answers: Spirituality. Psychotherapy, and Awakening,"
succeed, teachers and sludents musl bc treated as
focuscs on the psychology of centering prayer atld its
equal co-learners. Teachers who are secure enough to
relationship to personal awareness-awakening.
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"Bending." hy Linda Amlacost, describes her
experiences with personal transformation when a
disorienting event led her to seek an old, fatniliar hobby,
horse-back riding, that presented her with unexpected
c hallet~ges.
My experiences with autobiographical writing have
been profoundly enlightening. I admit the notion of
sharing my personal feelings or experiences with
perfect strangers in class felt uncomfortable and
somewhat intrusive at first. Glenn Smith was able to
create a safe and supportive environment that freed us
to explore our own consciousness, deepest fears, and
ardent desires. 1 had the opportunity to interview Glenn
and to ask him how and why he began to incorporate
autobiographical writing with his students.

Interview with Glenn Smith (GS)
1/7/2003

boring and even more intimidated by my naivete about
adult education. Everyone who enrolled was there by
requirement, not choice. Most adult education faculty
members preferred not to teach it. On campus the
class enrolled 30 or more students every semesterabout a third being seniors, a third 25- to 45-year-old
master's aspirants, and a third 30- to 55-year-old
doctoral students. The undergraduates were health
majors who saw this as one more hurdle before they
got licensed to earn a salary. For the master's students
it is a ncccssary hurdle to the career changes most of
them wanted. And thc Jocloral students were coming
to the adult education program with degrees in fields
other than adult education. They had to take it as a
"deficiency"-for a grade. so i t could hurt their GPAs;
yet i t didn't coul~ton their programs vf study. You can
imaginc the uneasy energy of a classroom populated by
such a group.

Linda Armacost (LA): In recent years you've
been known for having students in most of your
classes write autobiographical essays. When did
you decide to incorporate autobiographical writing
into your teaching experiences?

LA: Doesn't sound conducive to writing and
sharing autobiographical material.

GS: Overtly, it started in 1996 when I left university
administration and returned to full-time teaching. But
there was background leading up to that decisionreally not so much a decision as the realization of a
long drift.

LA: What made you decide to try it?

L A : What happened in 1996? Why then?
CS: In Januaq 1996,l left department chairing and
returned 10 the faculty. My first teaching assignment
was a required course called "The Nature of Adult
Continuing Education." I didn't know what the nature
of adult education was-my background was the
history and philosophy of P- 12 and higher educationbut the Adult Education faculty had generously offered
me rank, and I had accepted. To break me in, they
assigned a sectior~of the course an hour and a half
away in Chicago with only seven students. I don't
know if they were being merciful to me or limiting the
damage to a small number of people as far away from
home base as possible. Mayhe it was a little of both.
1 was grateful for the snlall numbers but intimidated by
the course's general reputation as lightweight and

GS: No, and as I developed the syllabus for my section
of the course, 1 wastl't thinking of autobiography.

GS: I didn't really decide directly. What happened
was that a friend, Keith Armstrong, asked if he could

help me teach the course. Keith had an undergraduate
degree in social work, a humanities master's from
Harvard with an emphasis in photography, and was
working on his doctorate in adult education. He had
left a successful institute for adult males in life crises
that he had founded. He had recently begun teaching
an undergraduate general education course called
"Education as an Agent for Change." He wanted to
expand his higher education teaching experience,
hoping to eventually become a faculty member-which
he did after graduation at DePaul University's School
for New Learning.
I knew Keith's excellent reputation in the "Change"
course. He had told me that the heart of his technique
was in autobiographical material he had students write
and share with each other. So we decided that each
week he would work with students using autobiography
and I would do Adult Ed topics based on a textbook
that most other instructors of the course used.
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LA: How did it work out?
GS: Really well. Every Moriday evening from 6:00 to
9:00 we would spend maybe 30 minutes discussing
material in the text; the remaining 150 minutes were
taken up by two or three scudents reading brief autobiographical musings followed by Keith pointing out to
each one what she or he had said and what their
writing indicated about their life issues. 1 was amazed
by what I saw. He didn't soft pedal. but no one
objected. He was so accurate and nun-judging that
everyone drank down all he gave them. We didn't plan
for Adult Ed topics taking a back seat to people's
autobiographical readings, it just happened that way and
everyone was happy about it-specially
me, because I
got to watch Keith work. I asked him lots of questions
at dinner following class and during the three-hourroundtrip commute each week. M y biggest question
was "Does one have to be born with the gift of how to
do this, or can it be taught and learned?
LA: So Keith Armstrong got you started. Did you
copy his style?
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CS: I tried to, but a couple of circumstances made that
difiicult. One was that the next semester when 1
taught solo, my section of the "Nature ofAdult Ed"
course was on campus and the typical people showed
up. Keith had often spent all the class time on 2 or 3
people, saving the other autobiographies 'ti1 the following week. That worked okay with only 7 class members. But, with more people it was ohvious that the
amount of time spent on each would have to be brief.
Along with that was my nervousness, bred by years of

academic curriculum committee meetings, of having the
course look too "touchy-feelyl'-too much like therapy
instead of cognitively academic. So I keyed the
autobiographical writing stems to the course readings.
For example, if the week's reading was Fanon's
Wveiclred qf {he Erlrtl~,the writing stem would he
something like "Violence and Me . . ." And, I ramped
up the reading requirements from one book for the
semester to a book each week. That caused
shockwaves, mainly among some of the doctoral
students and could have led to rebellion. However,
other sections of the course, taught in time-honored
fashion, were always available, so anyone who objetted to either the toad, the cost of the books, or the
autobiographical component could satisfy their need for
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the course in one of the other sect ions. I heard that
some faculty colleagues complained privately that my
section of the course was, I believe the phrase was,
"too academic." They didn't comment about the
autobiographical part, so I guess the academic
workload distracted them-as I hoped it would.
L A : Sounds like the "Nature of Adult Ed" course
was your laboratory.

CS That turned out to be the case, though I didn't
think of it that way. 1 was just doing my job as well as I
could. Following the semester that Keith and 1 taught
together, I was assigned sections of the course in each
of the next five semesters, not counting summers. By
the next to the last time I taught it, the pattern was set.
The academic work had expanded to fourteen books
and at least that many articles or chapters. An average
of 25 percent of enrollees dropped after the first
mreting each semester. Even then, I was a bit unsure
about the autobiographical portion, and from time to
time I thought of eliminating, or at least backing off
from that part. For example. if we ran short of time, I
omitted sharing autobiopraphies for that night. Each
time that happened, there were many protests-with no
one expressing an opposite sentiment. So autobiography stayed in, but I had long since stopped making any
remark other than "thank you" aRer each person read.
Originally this was j ust to save time, but I gradually
realized that reading without comment seemed not ro
diminish the power of the experience, though I hadn't
stopped to think why. Partly because I hadn't needed
to defend it to any one.

LA: When did you begin to analyze it?
GS: During the next to last semester that I taught the
"Nature of Adult Ed" course, one of the sti~drntsin that
class, Rebecca Johnson, had an even stronger impact
on me than Keith had had. She was fascinated by the
whole process, both because of her personal experience with the course and because she had used autvbiographical assignmerits in her own teaching as a
college English instn~ctor.She kept asking me gentlyphrased questiotls. Things like why 1 didn't comment
after each reading, why exactly one page, why every
week, and how explicitIy did the autobiographies need
to be tied to course content. Mostly, I had to admit that
things had simply evolved, that I didn't have good

explanations. At my request, she agreed to join me in
teaching what turned out to be the last "Nature ofAdult
Ed" class 1 would be assigned. Then she and I designed and shared the teaching of a graduate seminar in
which autobiography was a major element. Out of
those experiences, her reading, and a survey of other
instructors that she distributed and analyzed, she
developed a model for and wrote a thesis about the use
of autobiography in teaching. Those interactions with
Becky provided for me a powerful learning stimulus
about autobiography and many other subjects connected with it. I learned a great deal from her, and she
led me to learn more from myself. I still don't know all
the answers, but feel a bit farther down the road.
LA: You've said students felt some sort of benefit
from autobiographical sharing, even urged you to
keep it. Did you or Becky figure out in what ways
students benefit?
CS: Becky named several in her thesis, which anyone
who's interested should read, but I'll stick to giving my
own version of an answer. In my experience, the most
basic benefit of doing autobiography is that we get
more in touch with what I'll call the core selfwhen we
try to explain why we have the feelings we have about
the past. This is what autobiography does. It's not
primarily objective verification of exactly what happened. It's much more about why only a few of the
millions of things that we all experience remain in
memory, persistently nudging u s for retelling-as we
search for satisfying explanations to ourselves. Someone has said that the difference between people whom
we officially judge to be crazy and those still watking
the streets is that crazy people don't have explanations
for their pasts. This doesn't mean that the explanations
of technically-sane people are correct-but they have
explanations. Each of us is looking for an explanation
of who we are by trying to remember where we've
been and what being there meant.

LA: That sounds psychological. Isn't that what
psychotherapy i s for? How does that fit with an
academic setting and doesn't it potentially infringe on student rights?

GS: Therc are several issues in your questions. Yes,
it's what psychotherapy is about, and in that sense it's
partly right to think of it as psychological; and yes

student rights can be infringed upon. Student rights, in
my view, are always infringed upon when professors do
not engage in some form of what autobiography
allows.
LA: Well, that needs more explaining! Care to
expand?

GS: Let's start with the psychotherapy part. We
typically assume that psychotherapists and college
teachers have basically different kinds of roles in
society. But both are really engaged in the same basic
enterprise. And that is to give their clients a different
understanding of reality than the one they initially bring
to the table. We assume a difference because we've
been taught a mistaken notion of learning and how it
happens. Since Rene Descartes and John Locke,
we've believed that emotions and learning are separable from each other-hence the psychoanalyst deals
with emotions and the professor with learning-and
we've decided that learning is a conscious activity,
controlled by our will to know. But researchers who
study brain science tell us that uIi learning is emotionally connected, that learning doesn't happen in the
absence of emotion. [Ed. Notc: Becky Johnson writes
about this topic in this issue of Thresholds]. It's the
emotional part that makes both talk-based therapy and
a college education take so many years-and often be
only marginally effective.

1

LA: So how should we understand the relationship between learning and emotion, and what
practical difference does autobiography make?
CS: The answer requires a dit'ferent conception of

mind than most of us have been conditioned to believe
in. First of all, the mind is not a physical organ; it's not
a synonym for brain. John Dewey's definition of m i d
was that it's a function in service of the organism. But
universities operate as if our minds arc infinitely
expandable houses. By this way of seeing things, we
start with small minds in kindergarten and as we add
more and more furniture up through graduate or
professional schoolLar even beyond-we just keep
making bigger rooms and adding on-"a four car
garage and still build'n on," as Waylon and Willie sang
in Lukenbuch Texus. The well furnished mind has a
lot of rooms filled with scads of beautiful stuff. It
would be more accurate to think that, by somewhere
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around age 4 or 5 , we pretty much have the mind
"house" we will occupy for the rest of a lifetime.
This doesn't mean that no cl~anpehappens. that i t is
completely furnished and decorated. or even that
rooms aren't added or espanded. But i t does mean
that anytime something new is to be added, it must
somehow fit in with what's already there-a "space"
has to be found for the new items-and this ~ l ~ e a the
ns
owner of the house has to rearrange existing furnishings and maybe discard some things.

#

LA: Is autobiography, then, our stories of how
we've rearranged our mind houses across a
lifetime?
GS: In a sense, yes. And there's one more element
that will help make sense of all this. The architectural
blueprint of our mind houses gets put in place from
conception to age 4 from the ways we interpret
experiences. This has been confirmed repeatedly by
therapists who age-regress people with terminal
illnesses in search of "initial sensitizing events" trying
to reprogram what led to, say, cancer. At the youngest
stage, well before language develops, the mind takes in
directly whatever meanings its earliest experiences
support. For example, if the mother (or father or both)
is distraught over the pregnancy, the initial sensitizing
event may be a message that the child is making life
difficult for the mother (or father or both). One
overheard conversation is enough to send a message.
As few as three or four reinforcing incidents may be
enough to put a program firmly in place, a script
already headed to the subconscious part of the mind
that leaves the child knowing that her crime against
the mother (or father or both) should be punished.

The subconscious mind takes in whatever comes to it
without judgment. By around age 4, the mind house is
built, and different rooms are furnished with whatever
scripts the subconscious mind has acquired by then.
At this point a security service appears to protect the
new mind house and its contents. This is the additional
element. For ease of reference, let's call this the
Guardian. This is no sleepy grandpa rocking on the
front porch as a gentle "no trespass" signal. Across
time, but not a lot of time, the Ciuardian becomes
Rambo on 24-hour alert, equipped with guardhouse
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and advanced weaponry and in forn~ation sensors.

L,4: We're still headed to autobiography, right?

GS: Yes. we're almost there. The Guardian protects
the mind house r7.7 it iis without evaluation, just as any
good security service would do. Whatever scripts are
protection. But soon there
already running get ahsvl~~tc
art: people at the front door wanting to sell or give away
additional furnishings. The Guardian milst decide who's
turned away and who gets in. Not thal the Guardian
n ~ a k r the
s final decision, but the Guardian quickly stans
protecting not only the house's hut the house master's
best interests. To do this, lhe Guardian has lo start
judging what h e l ~ n g sin the house and what doesn'tand has to be able to yr~7d1lic*t
what the master, in any
specific case. will want if asked. One thing the Guardian knows fur sure, the master does nor want to be
troubled by ever): caller at the front gate. And in the
absence of specific instructions lo he contrary, the
Guardian always assumes the ]nore things look like
whatever is already in the house, the more likely the
master would be to favor them.
So, now apply this to psychotherapists and college
professors, and you'll see why their goals are identical.
Both are at the front gate with furniture or accessories
they want the master of the mind house to consider.
But they can't get access to the master without clearing
security first. And the Guardian, necessarily by job
description, is cautious-of anything that looks different
from what's already in the house+specially of any
proposed new script that runs counter to the original
ones.
How to respond? Both the professor and the "shrink"
are disadvantaged because in most cases they know
little of what's already in the house or of what the
master's tastes or interests might be. But they must
somehow convince the Guardian, who does know these
things, that the master's (and hence the Guardian's)
interests would be well-served if they could be granted
an audience with the master. The psychotherapist has
three advantages over the professor. First, everyone
expects analysis to take years, so this gives the analyst
time to get to know the Guardian before trying to get
access to the master; pmressors usually have months
instead of years. Second, most psychotherapists have
had extensive training in how to deal with Guardians;

professors have no training-indeed, most don't know
there is any difference between the mind master and its
guardian. And third, the analyst usual!y interacts with
Guardians individually or in srrlall groups. Most professors have 20 to 500 Guardians in a room at once, and
they usually have insufficient time to show [he master
all they are selling, even if they had immediate direct
access, so they have no time for placating Guardianswhich they don't know how to do anyway.
This brings us to a typical 2 1 " century university
classroom. Assembled in uncomfortable chairs all
facing the professor are 20 to 500 Guardians who don't
know each other. The professor displays the mind
house hrnitllre he's offering. His attitude is, "my job is
to show i t to you. Take it or leave it." Guardians make
decisions about whether to engage their masters.
Some think their masters might want what's offered, so
they suggest engagement. Most don't want their
masters anywhere near what's offered because they
are there to protect what's already in the house. They
either convince their masters to drop the class or
pretend on behalf of the master to take what's offered.
They do this because the prof is grading on who takes
how much and they know their masters need passing
grades. They trash what they take as soon as they get
clear of the course, so nothing new gets into the house.
The prof is happy enough, however, because he doesn't
know this.

LA: Autobiography?
GS: Yes, we're finally ready. As with any security
force. Guardians know if in doubt it's better to shoot
first and analyze later. Safer to turn away S O I I I ~great
new furniture than let a thief (or worse) sneak into the
house in disguise. Besides, the Guardian came into
being in the first place to guard what's already in the
house. If some or all of that's to he thrown out, the
Guardian's reason for being feels threatened. Add to
this the fact that masters of mind houses in our culture
lead busy, scattered lives. They are racing from one
distraction to another. This means that most of us have
Guardians, they age and retreat from life's scrapes and
bruises, get delegated more and more and, on their
own, begin to usurp more and more. The default
decision is: Better to let the Guardian deal with whatever comes up, even if somc good stuff gets missed in
the process. And it certainly looks safer to Guardians

to screen out anything that could possibly mean change.
So they do.
LA: Let me see if I'm following you. Are you
saying that people get less flexible and harder to
teach as they age?
GS: Not in every individual case but as a rule, yes.
This is where autobiography comes in. It's a device for
bypassing the Guardian and making direct contact with
the master of the mind house. If a serious autobiographical essay is asked for, the Guardian isn't really up
tn the job. Only the master of the mind house knows

the first-hand story of the house's real life. If the
autobiographical account is read in public, people will
catch on if the Guardian wrote it. So by the second
class, every Guardian knows: either bail out and run, or
the master of the mind house will have to attend class.
It won't work to allow the Guardian to go instead. The
Guardian i%ill come too, but has to take a back seat
when the master is present.
LA: All this talk of Guardians and masters of
mind houses is interesting, but can you say in
plain English what happens when you have people
write and read autobiographical material in class?

GS: 1'11 try. The point is this. Leanling anything isn't
simply a cognitive task; it engages the emotions. Part
of each complex organism called a human being needs
to discover new paths, walk toward the light. Part of
each organism has the assigned task of protecting all
that is. This internal "spam killing" program ~ ~ s u a l l y
winnows out not only the really negative stuff but also
much that would help the organism get closer to its own
inner truth. The task of an educator (or psychot herapist) is to either placate or bypass the protective energy
enough to allow actual learning of something new.
Autobiography used skillfully and responsibly in an
instructional setting can do this. I n addition, it can
remind the core self to update the organism's security
forces so they don't automatically screen out really
useful new learning.
LA: Are there dangers in using autobiography in
teaching? Might someone go off the deep end
and hurt themselves or others? Art: there precautions?
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GS: This is always possible, with or without autobiography. All the normal precautions still operate. Additionally, although I do make the autobiographical work a
requirement, I don't grade how it's done-just whether
it's done. And having every person aware that they
will read aloud lets each one set his or her own limits of
what to reveal and what tu keep back.

with someone without passing judgment, probably
should not use autobiography in teaching. Actually,
they should find another line of work, but that's another
conversation.
Reference
Friere, P.( 1998 { 1970) ). Pcdagogy uf the oppressed. New
York:Herder and Herder.

LA: What if someone refuses to read?

I
l

GS: 1 ask if they would prefer that someone else read
it for them. If they still refuse, 1 accept the rehsal.
It's important to honor people's real feelings. I don't
make it easy for people to refuse. but I always provide
safety valves in my own mind. 1 don't punish refusal.
We simply go on around the circle. So far 1 haven't
had anyone refuse more than one time in a semester.
Hearing everyone else's slories seems tu ease most
people's anxiety over what they want to reveal but ftel
reticent about.
LA: Can anyone do this? What if a facilitator or
instructor doesn't have counseling skills?
GS: The most basic counseling skill is hearing clearly
what someone is saying without judging the feelings or
behaviors they describe. Anyone who teaches in any
setting needs this ski1 I, and it can he developed; how-

ever, universities don't encourage professors to cultivate it. Those who can't listen fully, simply be present
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Spirituality in Adult Education
as Teaching to Connect Hearts
Siew Sim Chin
Nofihern Illinois University

I

n my introductory courses on adult education, I
option to read (or not read) it aloud it1 class. For a
encountered the inspirational work and life of
couple of reasons, I found myself resisting this assignMyles Horton and Paulo Frcire and saw the clear
men1 initially. Firstly, 1 could not find the quiet time and
expression of spirituality in their work. Further into the
space to engage in this weekly reflective assignment.
program, I encounterd Jane Vella (2000) and saw in
There was constantly something to he done or seen to:
work, studies, groceries, dinners,
her work, too, the expression of
spirituality in action. In co-learning
children's schoolwork and activiwith faculty members in the Northlaundry, family. community,
were no 'oughb 9 in lies,
ern Illinois University adult and conand so forth. My initial reflections
tinuing educaiion program, I senscd these writings; rather, they were more ofattempts to
were Rbout what matters, "squeeze" each piece into the
their wonderful and warm energy
in teaching. What and how they
week rather than meeting the goal
taught had a definite connectedness
what counts most our ofengaging in critical sel f-refleeto the mind and heart. I felt it, but
inner lives, In sharing my [ions. Gradually. instead of squeezwas not sure how to articulate and
ing tach piece into the week, 1
locate the issue of spirituality in
'learned began
to realize that I had started
adult education. I t was a course
to
create
the space for this weekly
10 frid~ta ~ speak
d
fwm
with Dr. Glenn Smidi on "The Metaexercise. Secondly, m y initial
physics of Transformation in Adul;
my
in afurmaz
uneasiness with the use of autohiEducation" that formally opened the
oeraphy stemmed from an awklearning environment.
spiritual space that 1 was seeking - .
.
.
ward feeling of it being almost like
in the academe. I can now comconfession. However, as the class
fortably connect co and nourish a covenant I tnade with progressed, my predispositions gave way to new,
myself in coming back to the academic environmentreceptive learning experiences. We were given the
that my engagement in learning about the knowledge of freedom to explore the various writing stcms i l l ways
the world must be acconlpanicd by a simultaneous
that best fit our individuality and concerns. There were
no "oughts" in these writings; rather, they were about
deepening of my spirituality.
This article is a personal reflection and synthesis of what matters, what courlts most in our inner lives. In
my participation in this course. In the first section, I
sharing my autobiographies. 1 learned to trust and speak
share some reflectio~lson what I regard as the practice from my heart in a formal Itarning environment.
of spirituality in this class that has helped me corlnect
The participatioil of Dr. Srr~ithin sharing his autoto my inner spirit in an academic environment. Secbiographical reflections was crucial in fostering a fullondly, I explore several dimensions of spirituality as tlrc
learning circle in class. When a leanling situation stads
practice of teaching to connect hearts.
and ends with the authority of the teacher, 1 consider
the situation to be an inaurhcntic and broken circle of
Reflectionson Use ofAutobiography in
learners. In a full-learning circle, the teacher and
Connecting to the Inner Spirit
students merge so there is no "starting" and "finishing"
The use of autobiography in this class was a
point. In this class. the instruttor did not separate
new learning experience for me. In this course we
himself from us; he was among us.
collectively chose a weekly writing stem and had the
In sharing our thoughts, I recognized various
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dimensions of spirituality expressed in class-thmugh
poetry, meditations, reflections on what matters. on the
search for meaning-making in life, of open honest
discussions, and of n sense of connection to sometliirlg
greater than rhe individual. This feeling of learning in a
safe space and connectedness to one another. in turn,
nourished in me the courage to write and speak inore
freely. I began to feel comfortable and confident as an
adult educator in articulating spirituality in an academic
environment. As a minority student (from the standpoint
of ethnicity and religion). this act o treading aloud my
pcrsonal belief was very empowering. I fez1 that the
crucial task of creating a connection of hearts among
students and a safe space for the articulation of personal beliefs in class (this is evcn n~clreso in the light of
the September 1 I tragedy) must be give11as much
focus as we give to intellectual content.

practices, I feel that it diftIcr~ltto move beyond rhetorical discussinns. Rhetorical ~ a l kwill not move people
into action; when one feels a connection to the issues,
thcrc c x i ~ sa greater potential to engage in varying
degrees of action. I reel that a few moments o f quiet
reflection is conducive to building a connect~unaniong
individuals and lifting the learning environment ro B
higher level of consciousness.

Articulating Spirituality in Adult Education
The last question asked of me at 111y ad~nissio~i

interview to the graduate program of the adult and
continuing education department in thc Fat1 of 2000
was: "What will you bring to the field of adult education?' I froze for a few seconds wondering if this
question meant what p~-qfissionalexperiences do I
have? 1 had stayed home to raise two young children
for the past ten years. The domains of mothework and
faith-based community involvement defined my
Setting the Reflective Learning Climate
vlimate
in
learning sitllations hasbeen
lifeworld. Those were also years of continuous changing roles--of marriage, mothcrhood and migration.
well esplvred in much of the literature on facilitating
Thcse changes and renegotiations of self-identity
adult learning (Knnwles, 1980; Pricst, Gass QL Gillis,
brought with them a different understanding of the
2000: Kiser, 1998). Howrver, little has been b'
' I V C I ~to
words "professional" and "learning." There, in a rotm
afkctive climate setting-of fostering the collective
of professors, I nervously responded with my valucs
corlnecting energy that can greatly enhance the learnand international perspective. Having been in the adult
ing esperirnce.
education program for a year now,
Our classes always started with
and having acquired the languagc
what L)r Smith called a "focus" exerand ability to name my rupzricise. These exercises were usually
mthout the hearf/s~irit ences, 1 have come ta understand
short relaxation and meditative mnthat the values [ spoke about
being affected by the
ments to wind down and refocus our
to my set of spititiial
thoughts in preparation for the class
impacts of these long- referred
bc]iefi that
rrly fc and
ahead. Personally, I appreciated these
work. By the intematiotlal perhd d oppressive
reflective moments for the change of
1 was referring to the
practices, 1feel tha f it sprctivc,
pace that it induced in m e as well as
need tn place one's practice of
creating a sense of c ~ t ~ n e c t i owith
n
difJicuN t0 move b q ~ ~ 0 f 1adull
d education within a global
the class. While not everyone was
When I nervously
rhetorical discussiorrs, c.onsciousness.
comfortable in participating in such exarticulated
how
1 perceived aduli
-. -- - -...
ercises, the issue was not the meditaeducation tn be, 1 was speaking of
tion or relaxation exercise itself It was more of the act
it as a practice grounded in spiritua]ilywithin a
of cultivating a connection of hearts and minds as a
context.
mental and attitudinal preparation in entering and
1 feel that. as adult educators, we are challenged
zr~hancingthe learning situation. This is especially
with the tasks of exploring our own spirituality and
helpful with challenging courses on racism, sexism,
how it informs our work. Spirituality in adult education
r~gtisrn,and other "isms." These are not one-dirnenis not about religion but about the expression of that
sional social issues; they arc affective issuos as well, if
spirituality into adult education work (Tisdell, 2000). A
no! more importantly. Without the headspirit being
sense of spirituality provides the elements of vision and
affected by the itnpacts of these long-held oppressive
hope in the struggle for change. I t is at the societal
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level that the spirituality of adult education is challenged
with the task of taking it beyond the personal to the
collective arena for social transformation. Therefore,
the social context of spirituality in adult education is
conccrned with expressing one's set of core, inner
beliefs into actions and engaging in a lifelong ontological
struggle of "becoming" (Freire, 1970). The visions,
convictions, and struggles for social justice of adult
educators such as Alain Locke, Martin Luther King,
Paolo Freire, My les Horton, Mother Teresa, M.
Ghandhi, and Malcolm X were clearly grounded in their
spirituality.

"Up There on High, Everything is One"
For me, the starting point of social transformation
lies in the recognition of an inter-connected consciousness among all of us. It is the recognition of a connectedness on a higher level. Leading Buddhist philosopher
and peace activist, Thich Nhat Hanh, offers an insight
into the interconnectedness of reality and the interweaving of our existence across the different levels of
consciousness. In Being Peuue (cited in Rutstein, 1995,
p. 16) he wrote:
Just as a piece of paper is the fruit, the combination of many elements that can be called
non-paper elements, the individual is made of
non-individual elements. If you are a poet, you
will see clearly that there is cloud floating in
this sheet of paper. Without a cloud there will
be no water; without water, trees cannot grow;
and without trees, you cannot make paper. So
the cloud is in here.. . Sunshine is very important because the forest cannot grow without
sunshine. So the logger needs sunshine in order
to cut the tree, and the tree needs the sunshine
in order to be a tree.. . And if you look more
deeply ... with the eyes of those who are
awake, you see not only the cloud and sunshine
in it, but that everything is in here.. .
Similarly, Pierre Teillard de Chardin (in Rutstein,
1995, p.23) writes of the interconnectedness of existence: "Nothing is precious except that part of you
which is in other people and that part of others which
is in you. Up there on high, everything is one." Fundamentally, it is this recognition of the connection with one
another-a connection of hearts and a respect of the
sacredness of each heart that can help to lubricate the
dialectical process of social transformation.

Engagement in "Spiritual Praxis"
"Spirited epistemology" (Vella, 2000), "learning
from the heart (Apps, 1996), engaging in vision-logic
(Lauzon, 1998), and the cultivation of the "Learning
Spirit" (Gobeldale, 1991) offer ways of connecting to
and drawing out the spiritual self in learning situations.
In line with these spirited ways of learning, I am
exploring the notion of the spirituality of adult education
as "spiritual praxis."
Spiritual praxis i s based on the premise that we are
interconnected beings. It is the critical process of
reflection and action informed by one's spirituality. In
other words, it is the constant renegotiation and meaning-making of one's spirituality as it relates to herlhis
social location and roles. Such a process inevitably
involves clashes within and without the self, but it is
also this conflict and renegotiation that brings forth the
spark of connection with others. In this sense, spiritual
praxis is a dynamic and dialectical reflexive process in
the transformation of the evolving spiritual being and
society.
My idea of engaging in spiritual praxis is to locate
one's actions within a social context where the individual and collective struggles are aimed at fostering a
spiritually-based society conducive to advancing an
environment that values people over material progress.
Instead of defining the growth of society thorough
quantitative measures, it is concerned with the extent
and prevalence of qualitative progress. In this paradigm, developmenr indicators are not economically
based. Rather, it is concerned with the abundance of
social justice, such as the degree to which racial and
gender discrimination are addressed and tackled, the
elevation of work to be ways of creative and spirited
expressions, the guarding of an ecologically sound
environment, the preservation and respect for indigenous cultures, and so forth. A similar framework of
this spiritually-based society lies in Milani's (2000) call
for a new "ecology of the mindT'--of re-examining
what matters, and making the conscious efforts and
changes in creating a new state of mind.
The engagement in spiritual praxis is at once an
affective, critical, and a rational process. The affective
component concerns itself with connecting to the inner
spirit and hearts. Without such an affective component
in praxis, I do not see the possibility ofmoving beyond
words in the discourse. However, without a critical and
rational discourse in examining a spiritually-based
learning, it can become an oppressive master narrative
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in teaching what "ought." It is here that I find
Haberrnas' (Welton, 1995) idea o f communicative
action to be a useful tool to link the spiritual to the
rational, critical mind.
A rational discourse allows the spiritualiry of adult
education to be subjected to critical quest inning, uffcring checks against the articulation of spirituality in adult
learning from becoming a transcendental discourse
detached from everyday living and concerns. At the
same time, the practice of a discourse of ethics calls
for universal participation-hearing and giving voice to
all. It is a consultative prpcess and the engagement of
the discourse in a language of respect and honor which
prevents rationality from taking over the lifeworld
where the spirituality in adult learning is located. In
other words, communicative action reconciles a mindspirit dichotomous learning. The question one may ask
is how is this possible in the face of the different levels
of power and viewpoints that each brings to the table.
Haberrnas' communicative action is operational and
realistic ifthe underlying foundation and process is
infused with the recognitior~of a larger consciousness
and connectedness among people. When hearts are
connected, all possibilities become bigger and doable.
Spiritual praxis calls for not only a new ecology of
the mind but of an equally important engagement in a
new language of the heart where it infuses and charges
the discourse to think and act with justice, love, faith,
respect, cot~nection, peace, courage, equity, corn passion, humility, and kindness. Such an audacious discourse has great impacts on shaping and bringing forth
a kindred connection in honoring the sacredness of the
human heart.

Conclusion
In this article, I have attempted to share some
thoughts on my perception ofspirituality that was
expressed in a class otl Transformative Adult Education. 1 have also tried to articulate my notion of a
spiritrd discourse through spiritual praxis. Spirituality
in adult education as the practice of connectedness
is an important arena with great potential for fostering
authentic and liberating learning experiences. Adult
educators must not shy away from examining
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dimensions of spirituality in their teaching; if hidden and
veiled, valuable learning opportunities and connections
can be lost.
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Autobiography as a Teaching Tool:
The Literature
Rebecca Ruppert Johnson
Northern Illinois University

utobiography has its roots in the C'or~fissions
assignments to graduate studcnis, " . . .that, while each
of St. Augustine in the 5"' century. By the 1 2Ih
particular assignment does shape the resulting autobioentury, with Peter Abelard's autobiography,
graphical statement, people tend over a few weeks to
this confessional form of writing had becwne less about write about their most pressing issues "no matter what"
admitting sin and more about self-reflection. Today,
the overt subject suggested by the assignment" (perautobiography is often sensationalized through highsonal communication; June 22,200 1). students ujr,
profile stories of celebrities and the near-famous. In
allow themselves to become fixated on themselves to
academia, autobiographical writing is generally reuncover meaning. "Sometimes it is only by bludgeoning
served for beginning composition
experience-for example, through
students. English instructors hook
being obsessed with somethingstudents by allowing them to write
Autobiographical writing that we can make experience give
about themselves and gradually
up secrets that we don't get by
can help students
reel them into believing that writinnocent observation" (Elbow,
ing can be fun bccnusr it's about
objecthely seeproblem- 2000, p. 65). "Bludgeoning expcrithem. But the hn doesn't last long.
ence," as Peter Elbow suggests, is
"lving abilities and other no,
Students arc soon expected to put
an underfaking
- for those "01
away their childish, in~tt~ature
t~arP ~ ~ S O- I Z- skills
U ~ - C looking.
O ~ Seeking
~ ~ ~knowledge abmt
ratives and begin writing about the
themselves won't come unless
that helped them guide students probe. The probing
ideas and opinions of expet-ts. I t )
short order, students' lives take a
themselves through life. becomes an emotional undertaking
-..
.. - -back seat to m o r e respected
destined to make them feel uncommodes of discourse. This is often
fortable as the secrets are forced
the practice that contradicts the theory. Current
from safe hiding places. "It's not about fixing anything.
literature about autobiographical writing proclaims
Tt's just about being present with whatever it is. There
profound benefits to writing and examining self in the
will be joy, pain, disappointment, recognition. I've
academic context. Reviewing some of this literature
found that being present is all I need to do" (G. Smith,
and investigating practice will begin to address this
personal communication, June 22,200 1 ). The uneasidivergent thinking and perhaps uncover stumbling
ness need not make students reel victitt~izedby their
blocks that force the two apart.
own hand or that of their instructors.

A,

Self-Reflectionand Probing
Writing about self is much more than just recounting dates and places. Re-connecting with one's past
through writing atlows the writer to examine individual
events as part of the larger patchwork of life. Painful
events can be re-visited from a safer distance and put
in perspective (Birren & Deutchman, 199 1 ; Karpiak,
2000; Nelson, 1997). Glenn Smith, Professor Emeritus
ofAdult and Continuing Education at Northern Illinois
University, tinds when assigning autobiographical
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Tempering Life's Review
Survii urship can he celebrated and feelings of
victim~zntioncan be tempered through tile process of
writing and the review of life. After all, some degree
uf perseverance and forlitude helped the student
survivc life's trail~nasand brought them to this current
place. In fact, autobiographical writing can help
students obLiccl~vrly
see problem-solving abilities atld
other personal-coping skills that helped rhen~guide
~henrselvesthrough I ifk. Strengths can b t in~entclrird
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and honed, weaknesses can be acknowledged, accepted, and put in perspective. As autobiographies
change over time, students incorporate new insights,
previously unanticipated events, and changed perspec-

tives about their life (Rossiter, 1999). Autobiographies
become thetnselves living and evolving works.

Self-Identification
Writing about self allows adult student to construct
an identity of self-t~e that can be examined at length.
Students bring to the classroom a nurnher of versions of
themselves. One version-a real self-can he their
interpretation of who they think they really are; another
\;ersion-an ideal self-is the self they think they ought
to be, the one they struggle with from time to time; and
a third version-a social self-ffers
them a view of
how others might see them (Birren & Deutchman,
199 I ) . Conflict between these selves produces disharmony in adults' lives. Working through these divrrgent
selves in writing can provide adults the clarification
necessary to reduce the differences between the idcal
and actual selves. The classroom environment provides a rich stage for students to acknowledge their
social-image self. As they integrate new information
into their existing bank of knowledge, students automatically become conscious of what they know, what
they don't know, and what others might think they
know. If students have been away from school for
awhile, they can feel utlrasy about returning to a
learning environment. Such an upheaval in their life
can temporarily widen the gap between the actual, the

Writersbegin to see nut
only the unique events that
paint their life special, but ulso
common events and emotions that
define the human experience.
ideal, and the social self. Autobiography can help
students use this transformative event to grow.
"Autobiography, if il is to be of a transformative nature, elltails an event of falling out of
step, out of a state of integration, then follows
the process of reconstructing that experience,
and finally, the recovery of union of integration" (Karpiak, 200 I ).

Understanding the gap between the mask presented to
others and the naked self can bring into focus a conflict
that needs attention. "Whether good or bad, anticipated
or unanticipated, transitions provide an individual with
the opportunity to 'take stock' and 'take charge' of
life" (Reeves, 1999). Narrowing the gaps between the
three selves brings adults closer to self-integration and
a more harmonious and fulfilling life. This will happen
es
to
over and over again as life e x p e r i e ~ ~ ccontinue
unfold.

Autobiography as Therapy
While autobiogr;~phjis not forn~altherapy, it can
have wonderful therapeutic effects such as: "I) increasing self-acceptance and personal integration, 2)
reducing anxiety and tension, 3 ) increasing feelings of
energy and vigor, and 4) increasing social connectedness and the capacity for rewarding interpersonal
relationships" (Birren & Deutchman, 1991, p. 14).
Sharing autobiographical pieces in a group setting builds
group cohesion by illustrating patterns and rhythms that
are rvperienced universally (Birren and Deutchman;
1991;Brookfield; 1995). Writers begin to see not only
the unique events that paint their life special, but also
common events and emotions that define the human
experience. Seeing oneself in lhis way promotes selfheating, self-acceptance and self-knowing. "Experience is the adult learner's liviilg textbook" (Lindeman,
196 1, p.7). it precedes any other form of text.
In the classroom setting, writing and sharing about
self engages students in interactive activities helping the
classroom environmet~tcome alive, turning it from a
passive lecture-hall to an active and breathing laboratory. Stories of depression and sadness can bring tears
to both reader and listener. The display of tears is okay
in autobiographical sharing. They are cleansing and
can act as an effective catalyst to further bonding.
By creating an atmosphere where the trials and
hardships of life can be shared, the group can
affirm the person's ability to proceed beyond a
troubling event and aid in the development of
greater confidence and se If-worth. (Birren S:
Deutchman, 1991, p. 49)
Getting beyond a "troubling event" releases it from the
death grip is has on the student, making room for
greater gro\%lhand development.
As a welcome by-product, instructors can count on
some autobiographies to bring lightness and humor into
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the classroom as well, "which helps to ease tension,
alleviate boredom, and pull those with fading attention
spans back into the reality of the classroom" (King,
1 987). Through humor and tears, students connect
with each other, building bonds that build friendships
and facilitate a co-learner atmosphere where students
help students learn. Students become active listeners
and active participators, fully engaged in the present.

This intellectual inquiry of
self through autobiographical
writing can help facilitate
the same intellectual inquiry
of subject matter.
-

Transformative Learning
But does autobiographical writing and sharing
simply help create a warm and friendly classroom
atmosphere? Or i s there a deeper and more profound
link between learning about self, learning about others,
and learning about academic subjects? Irene Karpiak,
Assistant Professor of Adult & Higher Learning at the
University of Oklahoma, uses autobiography with
graduate students in her adult education program. She
explains, "[Blecause autobiography involves not only
recounting men~orjesand expressions but also finding
their larger meaning, and to the extent that the activity
expands the individual's knowledge of self and the
world, it collstitutes learning" 12000, p. 34). Not only is
learning about self transformative for the learner, but so
is learning in general. When students g i ~ themselves
e
permission to learn, they learn with their wholc being.
This being-ness or human-ness is comprised of rational
and ernotional components operating together, not
separate.

Irldividual experience and feelings are inserted
in ta the educational processes and become t ht:
ttlcalls by which rationality, skills, and attitudes
a r t developed. Thus, it is the whole 'person'
rather than simply the 'head' andlor 'hands'
which engages in and is at'fected hy the
educational process. (Usher & Edwards, 1995,
P. 10)
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Intellectual Inquiry
Learning what it is to he h l l y human in the larger
world context is as important as acquiring subject
expertise that must also be learned in the same context
(Birren & Deutchman, 1 99 1 ; Karpiak, 2000; University
of San Francisco, 200 I). Developing this idea further,
one must come to understand the link between subject
and self, examining each under the same critical
microscope, wary of bias, skeptical of purpose and
relevance, curious about application and promise in the
historical-cultural world around us. This intellectual
inquiry of self through autobiographical writing can help
facilitate the same intellectual inquiry of subject matter.
Through this inquiry, students can begin to ascertain not
only the influence of a particular discipline on them. but
also how they might be influencing that discipline, and
in turn influencing the larger world machine.
Another way of perceiving consciousnessraising is as a means of encouraging a reflexive
understanding o f the relationship between
individual practice and social structure, not only
relating selves to social collectjvities, but also
recognising the part that selves play in constructing structures as well as being mediated
by them. (Stanley, L993)

Social Structuring
Each person is implicated as a player in his or her
own academic arena. This objective look at their
participation in social structures helps students understand the workings of social structures, compromises
made to participate in these structures, and the power
students have (even if minimal) to instigate change in
these stn~ctures(Larson & Brady, 2001 ; Reeves,
1999). As future practitioners in a given field. this
knowledge is crucial. Their voice is important in
helping them see their place within the field at any
-aivetl time. It can only be captured if they are given
the chance to discover it, document it, review it for
thzmszlves, and pass it on.
Parker Palmer sees the autobiographical connection to sub,ject matter as vital even though much of
what we tell is from our particular and colored point of
view.
Of course, ei,rryoneis story is, in part. parochial and biased. But when we deal with that
fact by ignoring autobiography. we create
educated monsters who know much about the

autobiographies may fail to see merit in such writing
within their classrooms. In addition, Brookfield has
studied critical reflection among educators and found
that the culture of academia may not be welcoming.
Educators with new ideas gathered from a period of
critical reflection involving both personal and professional autobiographical writing are sometimes dismissed
by peers. Some may view them as becoming pretentious and elitist and, at the very least, view them as
troublemakers trying to make life uncornfortablc for
those around them. Few educators want to risk being
so negatively portrayed in the eyes of their colleagues.
Their fear is not unfounded, nor can it be ignored.
Current l i t eraturr also examines fears educators
have about allowing students to write extremely
Autobiography brings together interior and exterior
worlds in a manner that has the potential to inform
personal narratives in an academic setting. Painful
experiences in the lives of students leave teachers
both. Individual stories have meaning for individuals,
but enough stories from enough individuals ensures that
feeling that they need to play the role of he rapist-a
definitions of univcrsal truths encompass meanings for
role few feel qualified for, ye1 most do in svmc measure
everyone affected by them. Untold stories cornpromise already as they counsel students. As long as students
who have experienced traumatic ekents are treated as
universal truth to the detriment of all (Palmer, 1999).
victims, they will need to consult experts outside the
academic arcna. However, if all students are treated
Autobiography in the Classroom
as survivors of life's experiences, then student. teacher
Autobiography is an especially necessary vehicle
and fellow classmates can celebrate survivorship
for hearing student's voices and acknowledging the full
without dwelling on their victim status. The classroom
scope of their learning. Most curriculum programs
bccornes a community of friends who acccpt, celculminate with an evaluation tied to predetermined
learning. objectives
but
have
no
outlet
for
students
to
ebrate,
acknowlcdge, and rejoice in learning life Irs.
express or otherwise gauge accidental, insightful. or
sons-just as most friendships in life do.
additional learning outside the predetermined program
The academy is not accustomed to looking for
(Brookfield, 1986; 1994). Autofriends, though. A well-estabbiographical writing allows stulished hierarchy of clearly detined
dents to explore their thoughts
it
be misleading
krlowerr who clearly define the
about self and learning, unhamknown is unlikely to give up
to believe that all
pered by testing or evaluation ritupower for friendship. Coaxing
als and restrictions. For cducaautobiographical writing students to investigate their
tors committed to enhancing pracinterior environment is to ask
is beneficial for
tice, measuring incidental learning
them to look in their own shadshould be crucial to their cvolving
all students and
ows. Asking them to investigate
pedagogyehcalors all the time.
their exterior environment is to
So why don't some educators
suggest that they look in mostly
- .. .
.-.
.
. ....
-. .
allow students to use autobiogradark and highly protected areas
phy as a tool in learning? A possibility may be that these typically clmed for student inspection. Growth and
cducators don't use autobiography as a tool for their
new truth cornc from examining these dark and proown learning. Brookfield believes that "when we're
tected sites. Conflict is sure to result. "Paradoxically,
crying to uncover our most deeply embedded allethe most important thing a teacher can do to encourage
giances and motivations as teachers, a useful path of
classroom conflict is to make the classroom a hospianalysis is the study of our autobiographies as learners"
table space" (Palmer, 1 999). Creating a hospitablc
( 1995, p. 32). Educators not familiar with their own
space begins by eliminating bi-polar views of right and
world's external workings but little about their
inner selves. The authentically educated
person is one who can both embrace and
transcend the particularity of his or her own
story because it has been triangulated many
times ti0111the stand points of other stories,
other disciplines-a process that enriches the
disciplines as well. When autobiography and
an academic discipline are brought into 'mutual
irradiation' the result is a self illuminated in the
shadows where ignorance hides and a disc ipline warmed and made fit for h u n ~ a nhabitation. (Palmer, 1999)
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wrong, good and evil, winner and loser.
changing and evolving as life itself. A particular event
It would be misleading to be1 ieve that all autobiowill garner meaning it1 one way as it's happening, more
meaning ten years after the event, and perhaps still
graphical writing is beneficial for all students and
educators all the t ims. Disconnects can happen.
more meaning as it's reviewed near life's end. ReStudents can somerimes feel like itnpostors, They may
viewing life may become a ritual, but never ritualistic.
believe that their personal narratives don't seem
academic enough, that their professors may see them
Discourse & Effect
merely as struggling and stumbling survivors of life's
In tenns of Brookfield's look at autobiography as a
traumas, but not necessarily "college material"
mandated onnfessional, Usher and Edwards provide
(Brooktield, 1994). Students can ftel inadequate,
some insight. They consider the paradox between the
r~notionallqweak, or intellectually
Koyerian interpretation of sctffraudulent. Paradoxically, some
discourse in a confcssional sense
students may feel the opposite.
a """ of empowemen' for
Brain research, although individuals,
They may sense that their instrucgiving them at1
complex and still very
tors place high value on transforopportunity to hri ng feelings and
mative insights gained through m u does
individual exporirncc together in
matic personal revelations; students
the education process, rrrld a
indicate that inreflect aitd Faucaultian interpretation that
without these insights, or without
dramatic personal pasts that lead
suggests such "discourses are nor
emotion travel together.
. .to be explained in terms of their
to transformation, may feel inadequate. Rrookfield also notes that
causes. the intentions of their
"journals, porlfolios, and logs also have the potential to
'authors' or the interests they appear to serve. Disbecome ritualistic and mandated confessionals-the
courses are the means by which power is disseminated,
educational equivalents of tabloid-like, sensationalistic
the means by which power i s given cffcct" (Usher &
outpourings of talk-show participants" (Brook field,
Edwards, 1995, p. 10). Usher and Edwards prefer to
1995, p. 13). Can writing about self become ritualistic?
look at self-discourse, what they call the confession, not
Does use of student autobiography smack more of St.
in terms uf its ability to bring about self-actualization for
Augustine's Cunfissiom than a vehicle for personal
the student nor its potential to bring student and subject
growth and acceptance? I prefer to look at the ritualismatter together as one. Rather, they prefer to examine
tic nature of autobiography and the confessional nature
the exchange of power such discourse brings to the
as separate animals.
acadcr~iicarena and the larger socio-cultural context.
Bringing forth student as subject allows that subject to
Writer to Reader to Examiner
he examined. As such, it becomes vuluerable to
Autobiographical writing drcdgcs up memories,
regulation. In other words, the very act of requesting
details, thoughts, and emulions. Recounting episodes of students to write about themselves is to expect that
one's life by writing about them br~ngsout the events
lhey will examine their life through a judgmental filter.
from their hiding places. Submerged recollections are
"Confession therefore fimctions as a regulation through
teased forward, and the very act of writrnp is a journey
self-regulation, discipline through self-discipline, a
of finding \\ords to express that which has otizn bccn
process which is pleasurable and even 'empowering',
but only within a matrix of emancipation/oppression
unexpressed (Kerka, 1996). It can be quitc cathartic
and therapeutic. I f the autobiographical process stops
from which power is never absent" !1995, p. 14). This
therc, though, this type of writing can become ritualisassertion assumes that in the process of reviewing their
tic. Portfolios, journals, and logs can t i l l into this trap.
lives in writing, students makeiudgmentr about events
An insightful instructor will help students find within
and acliot~sin their lives in tenns of right and wrong.
;hemselves tools to reflect on their \srititig from a
This right and wrong judgment comes from moral and
CI itical stance. With life on paper, the u ritcr now
eth~calcodes programmed ~ntothe student by a society
b r c n ~ i i e sreader. The subjcc~,the student's life, can he
intent on controlling and domesticating its citizenp. A
examined in concrete and meaningful ways. This
predictable outcome of this evaluation will have stuexamination can happen tllroughout life and 14 11 1 be as
dents intent on w ork ing to m inin~izefuture wrongs
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Presence
Jeanette Rosetti
Northern Illinois University

I

t is important, as adult educators, to fosrer transformative adult learning by encouragitlg o u r students to become more reflective, participate in
critical discourse, and thus acquire ncw meatlitlg
perspectives (Mezirow. 1991). This author believes
being present with ourselves, as adult educators, and
with our students would assist in the process of transformation in the learning environment. The concept of
presence will be explored, and the importance of
teachers being present with themselves and their
students will be discussed.
Palmer (1998) shares that out of all the stories he
has heard about good teaching, one characteristic is in
common. This one characteristic is that the teachers
have a strong sense of personal identity which infuses
their work. Palmer's example of this was a student's
remark, "Dr. A. is really there when she teaches"
(p. 10). Being there, being present. Teachers who are
fully present and open to the humanity of their students
are gifts to the educational process.

awareness, Miller describes a teacher in one of his
classes as writing:
As a teacher, 1 have become more aware of
my students and their feelings in class. Instead
of rushing through the day's events. I take the
time to enjoy our day's experiences and
opportune moments. The students have
colnli~entedthat I seem happier. I do tettd to
laugh more, and 1 think it is because I am n~clre
aware, alert, and "present," instead of thinking
about what I still need to do. (p. 48)
Miller speaks to the importance of making connections
through holistic learning by balancing learning and
assessment. He addresses this to include students of'
diverse race and abilities and to making connections
that deeply integrate learning. All in all, the focus is on
what is important in life and fostering the development
of whole human beings.
The following illustration of being present i s offered

Presence is considered to be a higher level of awarertess allowing
thoughfs,feelings, and actions to be known, developed, and harmonized.
.,

The presence of a teacher is central in our educational endeavors-as the primary role of a teacher is interaction with others. In order to be able to interact with
others, one must be genuine to one's self, "The
teacher needs tu know herself as a person in order to
know herself as a teacher. She needs to know herself
as a person so as to have good and satisfying relationships with others in her teaching role" (Cranton, 2001,
p. 14).
An important factor in holistic learning is for
teachers to nurture their own deeper selves and
develop an inner life. Activities such as gardening or
meditation and using the technique of mindfulness can
help with the process of nurturing the self (Miller,
1999). To further illustrate the importance of self
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in an attempt to describe something that is rather
difficult to put into words:
Whenever I stand in the presence of a powerful, creative person 1 feel the impact of the
deep spirit responsible for that person's life and
personality, and I am aware that even thiq
person may not know anything of this other
presence. 1 may see it more clearly because I
am touched and pressed by its palpahility. It is
this deep force of vitality, not intention and by
all means not consciousness, that grants
personality. In fact. a certain forgetfulness
may be just the item that allows the soul to
break through with forcefulness and creativity.
(Moore. 2000, p. 89)
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Moore believes that a passionate and inner presence
makes us who we are. Moore gives words to presetlce.
In speaking of presence as a human attribute,
Helminski ( 1992) describes presence as a quality of
"consciously being here" (p. viii). Presence is consid-

conncctiorl to the writings by Leifer ( 1996) who
describes presence from a medical perspective. Lei fer,
a medical doctor, postulates that medical treatment of
the chronically ill is "an art that involves mucl~more
than the skillful management of physical pathology and
ttlore than a charming bedside manner" (p. 752).

Presence is the essence of a relationship and of communication,
as we can simultaneously be aware of our own inner state,
as well as the state of anotlrer.
.--

ered to be a higher level of awareness allowing
thoughts, feelings, and actions to be known, developed,
and harmonized. lt is the way we occupy space and
determines the degree of our alertness. openness, and
warmth. I t can be difficult lo pay artention since our
capacity for voluntary attention is small. Presence
allows us to be aware of when our attention is caught
and how to free it by developing our attention. "We
can sustain a sense of our physical presence through
being aware of sense impressions: sound, touch, smell,
and the sense of our own bodiliness, especially our
breathing" (p. 37). Presence is the essence of a
relationship and of communication. as we can simultaneously be aware of our own inner state, as well as the
stale of another. Presence involves the conscious
recognition of self and the forces operating on self at
any given moment for "presence is seeing, sustaining a
conscious relationship ru our experience" (p. 1 16). This
can. in fact, assist us in being Inore sensitive to others
and being more aware of our own feelings.
Harper ( 1991) s p e d s to the diff~cultyof writing
about presence. Harper calls presence elusive. Eloquently, he describes for the reader what he mcans by
presence:
When I am moved by a painting or by music,
by clouds passing in a clear night sky, by the
soughing of pines in early spring, I feel the
distance between me and art and nature
dissolvl: to some degree. and 1 feel at ease. I
then feel that what I know makes me more
myself than I knew before. (p. 6)
Coming from a background with a specialty in
psychiatric nursing, this author was able to make a
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Leifer identified that the presetlcr of the physician had
a profound impact on the patieni. He states that this
presence is much more than just physical presence.
This presence is a quality of being which involves the
physician's inner qualities. Leifer states, for example,
that if the physician is relaxed and present-centered,
the patient will be drawn into that relaxed state. "If the
physician is not paying attention to the patient, then he
or she cannot make full contact with the patient in the
present moment" (p. 757). Developing this therapeutic
presence is not a simple task, i t is one that can be
acquircd and developed with the proper motivation and
effort. "To develop a presence involves consciously
working with one's negative qualities while developing
skills in relaxation and presetit-centeredness" (p. 758).
Helminski (1 992) connects one with another in the
presence of the Absolute Being. Presence is understood to be the reflection of the Absolute Being through
the human being. "Presence is our connection to that
greater Being to which we belong [and it is] the point
of intersectior~between the world of the senses and the
world of the spirit" (p. xi). Here, the individual spirit i s
in connection with the unified spirit of'the whole.
Helminski posits that education in the west ignores the
human soul. In teaching and learning, one must have
an eye toward awareness uf self and the other.
A correlation is found in Helminski's notions ofthe
importance ofrecognizing the human soul in education
to Palmer's The Courdge to Teach (1998). Palmer
sees teaching emerging from the inwardness of the
teacher. "As 1 teach, 1 project the condition of my soul
onto my students, my subject, and our way of being
together" (Palmer, 1998, p. 2). Being in touch and
present with the self assists one in beitlg present with
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thcir students.
How may one deepen the understanding of the s e l f
and develop presence? Brown speaks t o the teacher
being aware of the inner happenings of the self and
how faculty can develop a spirit in the classes they
teach. Brown (1 998/ 1999) spoke ru the teacher as
being a conten~plativeobserver who learns to bring Ihe
fundamentals of Buddhist practice into the classroom.
Observation, meditation, contemplation, and compassion
are the elements that lead to one being a contemplative
observer in the classroom. "In contemplative ubservation, we observe not only what is happening in the
cnvimnment, but also what is simultaneously occurring
within ourselves, the observer" (p. 70). Again, there is
a reference to presence: "[lln being fully present, we
trust our responses, our ways of knowing that arise in
the rnorna~t"(p. 73).
It was this writer's intention to explore the cnncept
of presence so that one could note the importance of it
in transfonnative adult learning. The ability to be truly
present with a student can assist the leanlrr in defining
meanings and gaitling new perspectives in the arena u f
adult education.
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More Questions than Answers:
Spirituality, Psychotherapy, and Awakening
Christopher Adamsick
Northern Illinois University

Ah

n understallding of the spiritual as well as
Origins of Awakening
practical advantages of meditat ive practices
The Oxford English Dictionary ( 1 943 1 defines
as a 1011:: and tried history. In the Christian
the word awaken as "to rouse from sleep" or "to rouse
tradition, systematic meditative methods date back
into activity; to stir up, excite; kindle." ,4:akening
primarily to the1 4Ihcentury classic of Christian mystiseems to be the word thal both Lealing and Wrtllwood
cism, The Cloud of Unknowing, as well as the works
prefer in describing the transformational affects of
of St. John of the Cross (Keating.
meditation. But doesn't their
1994). Christian meditation itself
assertion [their choice of metadates back even further, to the
phor, if you will) suggest that for
Why do we need to be
early Christian church and the
one reason or another, you and 1
awukened in the first
desert fathers. In the Eastern traare actuallv in need of transformadition, Buddhist meditation dates
place, andprecisely what tion? w h y do we need to be
from the teachings of Buddha himawakened in the first place, and
is it from which we need
self (Well wood, 2000).
precisely what is it from which we
In a more recent developto be awakened?
need to be awakened? There are
ment, both the Trappist monk,Faprobably no clear-cut answers to
ther Thomas Keating, as well as
such questions-thus, more
the noted psychotherapist, John Wellwood, have
questions than answers. Nevertheless, in the 1 960s
popularized meditative practices-especially insofar as
and 7Os both Kraling and Wellwood found themselves
to contemPoraV thought inP ~ Y ~ ~ ~ in ~ ~ ~ where
~ ~ they
P Y +
first hand, the
Both men,working. independently ofone another,
phenomenon of awakening.
portray meditation as a way to awakening, or more
In the midst of the Second Vatican Council, for
appropriately re-awakening ourselves to the fortunes of
instance, Thomas Keating (by then he was Abbor, fro111
being human and all that accompanies that-j ust being
1 % 1 -1 98 1, of St. Joseph's Abbey in Sprnccr, Massahuman.
chusetts) witnessed the renewal of Rornan CatholicThis brief essay will take a look at Thomas
ism's religious life in the form of inter-rel~giousdialogue,
Keating's psychology of centering prayer and John
w h ~ c hcorrespondingly initialed new religious experiWellwood's psychology of awakening. It will takc a
cnccs ~Keating,1994). With the doctrines of the
look at the very real possibilities that both Christian and
Valican Council in place, along with a little help
Second
Buddhist rrleditation are present in personal and corn]rnunal ~rallsformation,
Although both practices origifrom the
ofthe
monk,
Thomas
Merton*
man!,
American
n'cn
and
nate out of rather different traditions (Christian versus
renewed their intt.1-e~t111spiritual things. Although not
Buddhist), they share many similaritiesjust the same. 1
begin with an account of the emergence of tile spiritual/ surprised by this rene~\al.Kearing uas surprised as to
"why [there] were thousands of young people going to
psychotherapeutic tradition that both Keat ing and
Wellwood have donesuch remarkable jobs at populariz- India every summer to find some form of spirituality
when contemplati1 e monasteries of men and women
ing over the past thirty years. This accoutlt will be
were plentiful right here in this country?" (Keating,
followed by an introduction to a few of the coucepts
1994, p. 14)
that are associated with this ~rad~tion,
and will conclude
John Well\\ nod, searching for a meaningful I ~ f efor
with a brief autobiographical $ketch, m y nwn account,
of awakening.
himself in 1960s Paris, also echoed the sentimcnts of
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the many young rnen Keating had witnessed. "Christianity, at least as it was taught me, did not provide an
csperiential practice that allowed me to access the
living spirit" I Wellwood, 2000. p. xii). Already disillusioned hv both materialism as well as existentialist
writers such as Frederick Nictzsche, Wtrllwood's
uncertainty led him to search for something more. It
was within this disillusionment, and within his search,
that Wellwood happened upon the teachings a r ~ d
praclices of Zen Buddhism. Along with his deepening
inwrest in graduate studies at the University of Chicago
(under his mentor, the existentialist philosopl~erlpsychotherapist, Eugene Gendlin), the seeds of Wellwood's
practice emergcd (Urellwood, 2000).
What reasons might lead one to make the conscious decision toward the awakening and transformational experiences found in mcditation' What are
people looking for in such experiences? Albeit a
difficult question to answer. 1 think that the spiritual1
psychotherapeutic teachings of Keating and Wellwood
can provide some insight. What does it means to he
awakened in this tradition?

The Meaning ofAwakening:
The False Self, Presence, and the
Realization of the True Self
Thc "false self' seems to be one of the most
imponant concepts rulrning throush the meditative
teachings of Keat ing and Wellwood. Traditionally, the
false self has been associated with the ego and its
prope~lsityfor designing elaborate and sometimes selfdestructive patterns or stories about [he way we really
are or the way reality actually i s (Keating, 1994;
Wellwood, 2000). Wellwood, for instance, rtifcrs to this
propensity as our "dis-ease" in that "we contirlually
judge, reject, and turn away from certain areas of our
experience that cause us discomfort, pain. or ansiety"
(1994, p. 137). Keating. too, refers to these stories as
the elaborate energy centers of our false self-in
which there is 1 1 0 escaping. Simply, a person "can go
all over the world and still get this discase" (Kcating,

zoo I ).
Neither man makes the claim that there is anything
inherently wrong with the devices of the ego-these
stories certainly seem to serve the pl~rposeof human
survival. As children, o t ~ "feelings
r
were often too
ovtrwhelming for uur fledgling newoils systems
to handlc" (Wellwood, 2000, p. 138). Thus, the

development of the false self is partially a "consequence of traumatic emotional experiences from
earliest childhood" (Keating, 1986). But isn't protection a good thing?
How auached are we to st~chthings as security,
power, and esteem-ven
our self or cornttlurial
idenlily? Keating says that it "does not mean not using
them, but having no attachn~entto them. So if they are
taken away, you are not blown away" (Keating, 2001).
Likewise, whai are the implications or consequences of
over-identifying with such things ( b a t i n g , 2001 )"
How do we let our "elaborate web ofrationalizations,"
which first arose out of our innocent need for protcction, cut "us off from our larger being" (Wellwood,
2000, p. 139)? Are we "blown away," so to speak, or
do we step into the fullness of being human and all that
accompanies that-just bcing human? Where do we
go from here'?
It is precisely within the meditative practices that
people (such as John Wcllwood and 'Thomas Kcating)
believe wc can actually find the sccds of awi~kening.
The meditative practices, as taught by these two men,
are grounded in the idea of the healing power of
unconditional presence (Wellwood, 2000). As Thomas
Keating says, "[Ejve~ythinghas to be allowed to be
what it is" (Keating, 1001). It is, in the words of John
Wcllwood, "bcing present with our experience as it is"
(Wellwood, 2000. p. 1 4 I i. If our experience during
meditation is one of grief for, let's say, the unexpecled
loss o f a lovedons, let it be. I f i t is the feeling cd
anxiousness over the possibility uf losing your career,
your status in the community, or even your own selfidentity, Ict it be. if it is the joy ofyour newborn child,
let it be. "This is unconditional presence" (p. 14 I ).
This letting-bc during nleclitation does not mean tliat
if a particular feeling is rather traumatic: that you
shouldn't do so~nethingpositive to correct it-,-possibly
even go out and seek help in therapy or counseling
(Keating, 1994). To the contrary, if you unexpectedly
h e a loved one, it does not mean nor fcrling the very
real anguish ofthat loss-it just means that life will
eventually go on (Wellwuod, 2000; Keating. 100 1). In
the Christian tradition, even death is nut seen as the cnd
of the story (Keating, 200 1 ). Rut again. to reiterarc the
words of Thomas Keating, in the tirst instance. "everything has to be allowed to be what it is."
But how does onr do this'? Uncclnditional presence
seetns to be a rathcr daunting task, t c ~ rif it were so
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easy, wouldn't people be doing it all the time? As one
enters into a meditative practice such as centering
prayer, it is often very difficult to:
let ourselves feel our pain and disct~nuection.
As soon as we start to look at it, a stor! comes
up, a distracting belief, thought, or fantasy. As
soon as we ask ourselves, 'What 1s this:' Why
am I t'eeling so bad?' our mind stcps in and
says, 'Oh, 1 knuw what i t is. It's s or y. It's
my hang-up with rn) mother. It's tny inferiority
cornples. It's nothing serious, nothing ivorth
giving any energ! to. Everyone has problems
like these. don't i~ldulgethem.' (p. 140)

The crux of this human story, our story, is that we are
not these things. We are not our beliefs, our thoughts,
or even our feelings. "Ultimately, [we are,] just plain
you and I" (Keating, 2001).
There is also the possibility, as a person begins to
tread the meditative path toward unconditional presence, to "co-opt" the spiritual practice through unconscious identities which only serve to reinforce unconscious dcfcnses (Wellwood, 2000, p. 209). We may
begin to believe that we have prematurely transcended
some of the things (e.g. emotional suffering, a particularly uriplzasant situation) that are part of being human
(U'rllwood, 3000). Simply, the false self ofien rejects
the world (e.g. emotional suffering, a particularly
unpleasant situation, etc.) under the guise of spirituality
(Finlev. 1958).
The systetnatic meditative practices popularized by
Wellwood and Keating are indeed designed "to turn off
the ordinary flow of thoughts that reinforces our
habitual way ofthinking of ourselves and of looking at
the world*' (Keating, 1986, g. 109). In actuality, it does
not mean turning off our ordinary stream of thoughts
that occur. That would be a nearly itnpossible task.
What it does mean, however, is that w e have no
particular attachment to our thoughts [cnnceptua!
thinking] during the meditative session (kcating, 700 1 ).
Simply, we sit in silence, fully present. tn the emptiness
ofjust being human (Wellwood, 2000; keating, 1993).
Finally, as we begin to practice meditation-for
twenty minutes or an hour, or longer each day-what
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should we expect to find as the fruits of our labur? 111
other words, if meditation and unconditional presence
are in fact a move toward our true self (and away tiom
the false self), what does it look like'? As much as \\e
might like definitive answers, there probably aren't any.
The Trappist monk, Thomas Merton, from his book LLW
and the Birds ofAypetite, talks about the realization of
our true self:
Where there is carrion lying, meat-eating birds
circle and descend. Life and death are two.
The living attack the dead, to their own profit.
The dead lose nothing by it. They gain too, by
being disposed of. Or they seem to, if you
must think in terms of gain and loss. Do you
then approach the study of Zen with the idea
that there is something to be gained hy
it?. . .Where there is a lot of fuss about 'spirituality,' 'enlightenmcnt'orjust 'tiimitlg iln,' it is
often because there are huzlards hovering
arour~da corpse. The hoveritlg. this circling.
this dcscending. this celebration of victory is
not what is meant by the study of Zen+it.tl
though they. ]nay be a highly useful exercise in
other contexts. ,4nd thry enrich the birds of
appetite.

Zen enriches no one. There is no body to be
found. The birds may come and circle for a
while in thc place where it is thought to be.
But they soon go elsewhere. When they are
gone, thc 'nothing,' the 'no-body' that was
there, suddenly appears. That is Zen. It was
there all the time, but the scavengers missed it,
because it was not their kind of prey.
The birds of appetite soar about aimlessly
within us. (1968, p. 13-14)
An Autobiographical Sketch:
What Does I t Mean to Me to Be Awakened?
The meaning of Merton's words are left to the
reader. What follows is an autobiographical sketch of
what i t means to tne to realize the true self and, ultimately, what i t means to be awakened?

1

Most uJ'the time I feel as thouxh I will never he heaWtj: I am offon ouxioris thrxt I 11,ill ncver be
awakened lo nry true seu,' the true sclfthat people sumetirnes talk abou!. I don 'l want ro he a slave
to l q e i pan, mypoin, for. the rest oj'm,v Iife-.for Itc~weverIung nljr I# lasts. I've IIIWLIYS 11rought of
. .ficlings :s.v good, or as had, or thr~tI slrnuldn 't have {hem, t?r tltcrt they don mutrer. How r,ryn I
~ L ' rid
I
cfihem.7 I think nou; that I l u d g ~my,jeelings br~.(riiseI don't know w/tlcu t3i.r~ to do wifh
11wn. I know, horvevel; I cun orrl~'run so jbr hcfure ~ h c y ' l leventtially oi.~7whelmme. I nrusr cltoose
either the pnth uj'awrrkening or rhe path qf:jusr rrmt being. Please somtwne help me! M'lry nm I not
happy?
I'r*crricdso hard to .>topthefeeling.7, some of the uwjir1,fieling.~
n f n liftrinie. My therupis~
culls my desperute artrmnpts "white-knuckl ing. " I ,feel the pain, u n d yer I don P. I try to undersfand
the puin, and j ~ I t don % I tyv ro work on the puin, and yet I don 'i. ;1f\?i-ealizution is that l ~ f imy
,
l.iji>,is u ~ r n a n q ~ u b i e Yet,
.
I rwn seem to benefit from this wond~rjirl~ i j (the
i
g@ v f knowing that
l!je i.7 cotnpltix and thuf all d10t rn~rifers,in rhi, end, is the tnomen!j hccr~usepeople will not let me
jtrsr he me. Or is ir 1h~7other way around7 I s i f thut I can i scc these fruirs hrrc~rrseI won 'f let me
jusr be me? PIeasr someone help #IF!
Why am I not huppj,?
I urn ojr.rrit-l bu move toward unbcikening. My /ill. is parndoxicnl hecntisc. my true s e v ti$ hidden in
the ernptincvs ofjust my b~itrg. A retvut-d is not promised to me, not lo anyone. f think. l ' t ~ufraid of
this pnruclux. I f really d o r ~ n
'r fullow convrt7rronnl wisdom. HOW ~'ilnif be, rhur in [he end, mv trtde
sell- is just me atliJ ,voirr rrut. se!f is just v o l t ? I u~rdersrand!his piwadox nolv, hzrt it j. difyicult for me
r o just be me. I'm still not terrihlr hq~py:'

I
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Bending
Linda K. Armacost
NorthernIllinois University

T

he concept of transformation is a foundational
Bending
theory it1 Adult Continuing Education. Transfbr
I had six semester hours to go to complete a
mation in the context of adult learning was
Master's degree in Adult Continuing Education when
initially explicated by Jack Mezirow in his 1991 book,
my father died. Dad was ninety-three when he died.
Trrn~~jijrrn(ltivr
Dimensions qf Adtrlf Learning.
My mother died in 1979. As the only child, Dad's death
Mezirow asserts that there are discrete phases adults
reminded me that 1 would rnoi'c: to the head of the line,
experience while undergoing transformation, and that
I was now the family elder. 1 wasn't at all ready to
these phases begin with a disorienting dilemma and
accept this new role; 1 believed I lacked the requisite
conclude with the adoptiot~nf a new role and an
wisdom. Time and thr exquisite fragility of life come
acceptance of a new life perspecrive ( 199 1 , p. 169).
into bold relief when we experience death. My percepTransformation disrupts the individual's life with
tion of life and my place in the world abruptly shifted.
experiences that are often painful
1 traveled to my old homcand involve periods of discomfort
town to arrange Dad's funeral
and self-doubt. Individuals who
service. As the car zoomed past
Mezito w asserts that
successfully negotiate the periods
farms and fields, 1 seemed lo he
there are discrete phases
of discomfort and integrate new
journeying back in time, to my
knowledge find themselves forever
youth,-and the times I had shared
adults experience
changed-they are transformed.
with my dad. The funeral was a
A S co-learners enrolled in
while undergoing
bittersweet experience. M?;
Glenn Smith's class, "Tile Metsttransformation, and that husband Garry and I have three
physics of Transformation," w e
sons, Rick. Chris, and Matt, and
explored the nature of trans formathese~hnsesbeginwitha thevweretherefortheir
tion by reading selected texts about
grandfather's funeral. Chris and
disorienting dilemma.
.
transformation and through autobioMatt live in California and don't
graphical
writing.
We
seemed
to
get
back home ofien; we hadn't
- agree that transformation begins with a disorienting
been together as a family for three years. Our joy at
event. The event could be positive (the birth of a
being together again felt out of place, given the siluachild), or negative (death or accident), in either case.
tion. Dad outlived most of his friends leaving few folks
the event snapped the individual out of his or hcr
to attend the funeral. Some of my old chums from
normal or cotnplacent routine. Transformation, w e
grade and high school attended. When it was over, 1
discovered, can touch us in many ways; intellectually,
returned home to finish spring senlester and tackle
e m o t i o t ~ a l lphysically,
~;
and spiritually. Each prrson's
Dad's bills, insurance, and taxes. I resolved to keep
transformatianal cxpcrience is unique.
busy as a way to diminish thc pail1 and loss 1 was
The following story began in April of 2000. In my
feeling.
case, the disorienting event was the death of my father.
Several weeks later, I received an invitation to
I had been doing a great deal of autobiographical
return to my hometown for a reunion with friends I
writing, and one day, after a particularly vibrant experihadn't seen in forty years. We had met as youngsters
ence in my personal life, I was co~npeltedto sit at the
whose love of horses drew us together. We went our
separate ways when we reached high school, and most
computer while a story literally poured out of my
had moved aw,ay from our hometown. Now, wr met
fingers. When I finally lookcd up from the computer, I
for dinner and attended a charity horse show the next
had written a story about my experiences with horseday. My friends had contributed money to sponsor two
back riding-and about transformation.
d
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classes in my dad's name. I presented the trophies
and ribbons to the winners. I hung over the show ring
fence wit11 the other "rail birds" and watched the
earnest girls and boys showing their high-powered
horses. Memories of my own horse show expericnces came flooding over me-. Riding had been by
childhood passion. I began riding otl my seventh

I f was an old familiar skill,
one that would bring me
comfort at a time when I was
in o state ofdisorientation.
.

birthday. Riding was the focus of my life until I
married and could no longer afford it.
We walked through the barns after the show. The
fatni liar, pungent scents of hay, horses, and leathcr
nearly brought me to tears. [ had missed this so
much. My dad's death made rne realize that putting
off long held desires for "later" was 110longer an
option. That's how I returned to horseback riding.
1 considered myself an accompiished rider. 1 had
ridden thorough bred jumpers, America11saddle bred
three- and five-gaited show horses, Arabians. Quarter
horses, ponies, and had cvcn ridden side-saddle in a
horse show. I had ridden professionally, taught riding
at a private college, and had scores of ribbotls atld
trophies as empirical evidence of 111, skill. So it was
with the attitude of an older athlctr returning to the
garnt: that I chose to take up riding again. It was an
old familiar skill, one that would bring me comfort at a
time when I was in a state of disorientation.
1 wanted to study dressage, recognized b l many
as the highest Itvcl af equestrian acumen. 1 located a
nearb) stable that specializes in dressage aud eagerly
plunked down my money.
I have this vision of dressage as an exquisite ballct
n f horse and rider, a pux d p cl'cu.r. I felt confident
that I could learn to dance with a l~orse.'Things didn't
go as I expected though. The horses didn't respond to
my cues. Initialing a canter was hopele,csl) futile. I
blamed the school horses. They were old and had bad
hnbi~s. The saddles weren't good, and 111crt: was
ctrtainly a probleiii wit11 the horse's teeth. Nrlw a
studcnt, I approadwd drcssage as a thing to be

learned. 1 bought the books recommended by my
instructor, watched television programs. and read
dressage magazines. Still, I wasn't improving: I was
very fnistratzd.
My struggles continued for sonle time, but I wasn't
going to give up! My instructor, Janet, had the patiencc
of a saint. She listened quietly as I extolled my virtues
as a rider and criticized the sad state of the school
horses. One week I finally snapped. The lesson had
just brgun whcn I stopped the horse and said to Janet,
"I'm so frustrated with my riding; I don't know what
I'm doir~g."She smiled and said, "You are finally ready
to learn. Now, we can get som-svhere." Janet asked
me to close my e>;eswhile she led the horse around rhe
arena, "Focus on the rhythm of his walk: feel how his
hips rise and fall." It was a remarkable experience. I
loosened my hips and Icl myself follow his rhythmic
walk. 1 found 1 could increase or decrease his pace
with only the tension in my hips. I was ecstatic. I had
beet1 resisting change because I didn't want to endure
more discom fort. Dad's death was all the disco~nfortI
could bear. Becoining aware of the horse's nlovzment
had been relatively easy. I believed I had escaped the
rigors of change.
Life has a way o f putting challengcs in our path,
whether we want thein or not. My technical riding
ski1 Is, though improving, were rudimentary. The goal
was ballet, and I hadn't nlastcred the two-step. I had
to unlearn everything I thought 1 knew about riding.
Janet said 1 needed to "draw new maps." I changed
my seat, tht: position of my legs, arms, slid hands. It
was all so new. 1 felt awkward and ciunlsy in the
saddle. I could only imagine how horrible 1 must look.

Bending stretches the
horse s' long back muscles
and ollows his weight to
he evenly distributed.
.
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With Janet's extraordinary patience, 1 bcgan to change,
to draw new maps. 1 was learning the s u b ~ l ccues ol
dressage. I had alhtsys used my Icgs lo make a horse
m o w tbri~ardand the reins to make hit11 stop ur tutn.
NOWI nas discoverit~gthat weight distribution, leg
pressure. shoulder position, ajld muscle tetlsion a r t 4s
effective as steering with ihc rcins and kicking with n1j
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legs. 1 was feeling quite good ahuul my ability to
control a horse again.
Near the end of the fall semester. I was telling
Janet about the paper I was writing in conjunction with
my Masler 's program. It was about oppressed group
behavior, a brutal phenomenon I had witnessrd lirst
hand. As I explained the focus of the paper (certainly
thinking how very learned I was) Janet said, "Horses
will always react as victims." In thal instant 1 realized
I was an oppressor. I was focused on 'controlling' the
horse, dominating his will for my desires. How could 1
have been so clueless? I had written some fiRy pages
about oppressed behavior without understand in^ i t at
all.
I had returned to riding to find corrlfort and a safe
haven from the changes life was throwing at me. 1
was searching for a smooth, straight road and found an
untraveled path instead. I forged ahead, determined to
irnprove my riding. The focus of [he lessons now was
coaxing the horses to bend. Rending stretches the
horse's long back muscles and allows his weight to be
evenly distributed. I was learning the mechanics of

bending correctly. the 'insidz'eye will be visible to the
rider. The rider's challenge is to focus on the horse's
shoulder and hip position while looking slraight ahead.
There wcrc so man) cletails to master and I longed to
just 'run free' myself. I tt~provitlgmeans learning to
bend, and I cont~nusdto plug along. My riding was
improving, and I felt rrlore cornhrtable with the
changes. There uas the setlse of something missing
though. Would Iever have the ability to dance with a
horse? Does rny vision of' horse ballet really exist'?
The time of my weekly rid~nglesson was changed.
When a well-knowtl European dressage trainer was
visiting the stable to give p r i ~ a t elessons, the stable's
owner encouraged me to arrive early to watch a
lesson. As I entered the stable ottice, I could see
through the window into the indoor arena. Something
was going on. Folks were lined up along the rail
watching. 1 pushed open the door and caught my
breath-there was my vision, a beautiful horse ballet.
A horse was prancing around the ring. 1 can only
describe his motion as prancing. He seemed lo have
springs under his hooves. Horse and rider were

Looking at us like simple children, the trainer said, "You know, it 3
funny but they understand evey word we say to them."
equine movement as the horse and 1 scribed twenty
meter circles. again and again. Like people, horses
favor tither their left or their right. Bending is actually
at1 exercise [hat trains a horse to become straight. I
was discovering that bending was a lot harder than I
thought. I watched as other, more accomplished riders
moved their horses in circles. It looked easy and
effortless. Why was it so difficult for me?
Bending is a multit'acetrd effort. It is much more
than riding in circles. Propcr bending requires giving
by horse and ridrr. Horses rutlt~ingfree in the pasture
bend naturally. Having a rider on their back disturbs
this natural balance. I f the horse merely bends his
neck, his hips will sway out, throwing him off balance.
Horse and rider must work together to achieve bending. The rider exerts pressure at the girth with the
'inside' leg while placing more weight in rhe 'outside'
leg, which is held behind the girth, guiding the horsc's
hips around the circle. The rider delicately squeezes
the finders holding the 'inside' reins, and tilts the hips
toward the 'outside' of the circle. If the horse is
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forged as one being. Whatever organic, species
differences existed were erased. They were so
graceful. The trainer called for various exercises,
"Shoulder-in, keep him straight, now half-pass, good.
moderate trot." After some time, the pair stopped in
front of the trainer for advice. He said, "Good, he
looks good, his outline is fine, but he needs to raise his
nose a little. He doesn't look happy to me." When the
trainer said that, the horse whirled his head around and
stared directly into his eyes. The assembled group sort
of tittered and remarked that the horse seemed to be
listening. Looking at us like simple children, the trainer
said, "You know, it's h n n y but they understand every
word we say to them." It was at this moment that I
understood what was missing from my riding: It was
my soul. Riding is about a relationship between living
entities. 1 have to drop my assumptions about humans
and horses. 1 must bring only my true self to the horse.
I have to be open to the horse's self. All these
thoughts raced through my mind as I watched in
rapture at the beauty, strength. and grace of the ballet.

Half-pirouettes at the canter, lead changes in two
beats-it was magnificent.
Learning to bend is hard work. Plumbing the
depths of the soul is hard, scary work. I have so many
doubts. For example, a friend asked about my riding:
What was 1 trying to accomplish? Where would it
lead? I tried to explain the joys and challenges of this
new role 1 had assumed. She said, "Linda, you're way
past fifty, don't you think you're a tittle old to be
,jumping into a young person's sport'?' hiy clever
rejoinder to her question was, "I'll be way past tifly
whrrhrr 1 am riding or not." Nevertlleless, her words
haunted me. What was I doing at this advatlcing agei?
Am I completely foolish? Perhaps I ought to be settling
down. May he 1 should act my age.
Betbre m y next dressage lesson, the stable owner,
Peggy, and 1 were talking about the horse ballet we
witnessed the p~+evious
week. She said it was amazing
how a 1500-pound animal could be so graceful. Then
she told me the horse was twenty-two years old. In
my experience, they retired or put most horses out to
pasture at that age. The horse 1 saw had no white on
his muzzle. his muscles were still firm and supple, and
his coat was beautiful-hardly the image of an aging
animal. Peggy went on to say that the owner had
bought him for a dollar from someone who was going
to 'put him down' (horse euphemism for killing).
Apparently, the horse was very hard to ride and the
previous owner had given up on him. The woman who
bought him was able, in Peggy's words "to change his
mind." Doubts about my age and the ability to change
my mind evaporated.
I'm still riding. Bending is still difficult. My tendency has always been to attack straight ahead. I now
realize that learning dressage is a life-long endeavor. 1
no lor~gsrdream of the time when I can relax, put my
feet up, and be finished. Janet describes the discipline
of dressage this way, "You reach the top of the hill
thinking you've arrived at your destination. That's
when you look out and see yet another hill to climb."
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I think of myself as a rider-again.
I'm more
comfortable with my new role, and I seem to have
been accepted by the other women riders I've met. I
had to make up a missed class and found myself riding
in a different group one Sunday morning. There were
eight women in the class, and many were near my age.
It didn't take a genius to figure out that 1 had been
assigned the least challenging horse of the group.
Competitive juices from my early horse show days
emerged, and I managed to do a good job of riding a
sweet but recalcitrant horse. I knew 1 had been
accepted into the 'club' when I heard them call out,
"All right, Linda, good job! " Their accolades thrilled
me, and I thought to mysetf-"I can ride!"

Postscript
As I reflect on the changes and challenges that

riding has presented, I realize that the experiences
helped me to embrace my new role as the family elder.
The changes I underwent while riding have extended to
impact all facets of my life; I obtained a Master's
degree and enrolled in the Doctoral program a1 NIU. I
also became a Master Gardener. Yes, change is
difficult, even painhl sometimes. I now understand
that without change 1 am unable to grow and m o l e
forward. 1 see the world. and my place in it Let?,
differently l ~ o wand reali7.r: that I hate beet1 ttansformed.
Lindn Armaco,rr iLq a riocmr-(I/ crudenr in Ahrlr Educrrrbt~m
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